Abstract. Two versions of the equivalence problem--determining when two second-order differential operators on the line are the same under a change of variables--are solved completely using the Cartan method of equivalence.
1. Introduction. The basic equivalence problem to be treated here is to determine when two second-order differential operators on the real line can be transformed into each other by an appropriate change of variables. There are two different possible interpretations of the notion of equivalence, depending on whether we wish to preserve the differential expression corresponding to the operator or the Lie bracket between operators. In this paper we treat both versions of the equivalence problem for secondorder operators on the line. The problems here are related to the more general equivalence problem for second-order ordinary differential equations [4] , [5] , [11] , but are specialized by linearity. We employ the equivalence method of Cartan, which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence. Although the simplest of the possible equivalence problems arising in the study of differential operators, these problems provide a good illustration of the power and ease of use of Cartan's equivalence method, which offers a straightforward algorithm for solving these and other equivalence problems important in applications. Extensions to higher-order or higher-dimensional operators can be readily done using the methods of this paper, although the intervening calculations will, as a rule, become much more complicated. In the proof of the theorem, we assume that the reader has a basic familiarity with the Cartanequivalence method as explained, for instance, in [2] , [3] , [6] , and [7] , although the reader can certainly understand the final results without all the intervening machinery. This paper originated in answer to a question raised by Levine [9] , who asked when a differential operator can be expressed as a bilinear combination of first-order differential operators that generate a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. This problem has applications to scattering theory in molecular dynamics and quantum chemistry. Indeed, there are now a number of well-established methods for dealing with such operators, where the calculation of eigenvalues, spectra, and dynamics is considerably simplified. The companion paper [8] applies the results of this paper to solving Levine We will be concerned with the problem of when two such differential operators can be mapped into each other by an appropriate change of coordinates. It turns out that two natural classes of transformations can be employed to change the differential operator. Clearly, as far as the independent and dependent variables are concerned, the appropriate pseudogroup consists of the fiber-preserving transformations that are linear in the fiber variable u" '(x)
In the first of our two equivalence problems, we identify the two differential
is another second-order differential operator. (2.9) . The reader can check that the 1-form identities (2.7), (2.10), (2.11), are equivalent to requiring that the transformation on jz be the prolongation of a point transformation of the special form (2.3), with the derivative variables p, q, transforming correctly. Therefore, we take as the first three elements of our eventual coframe the 1-forms du-p dx (2.12) ool dX, 0)2 0)3 dp q dx, U with the transformation rules
where A, B, C, are functions on j2. This much of the coframe is the same for each equivalence problem.. To complete the coframe, we need to supplement these 1-forms with an additional 1-form, which will encode the action of the transformation rule (2.5) or (2.6) on the differential operator itself.
In both cases, there is an obvious invariant function for the problem. For the equivalence problem (2.5), the invariant is the differential expression (2.2), i.e., (2.13)
For the second problem (2.6), the invariant is slightly more complicated"
[u] f(x)q+g(x)p (2.14)
I
since we need to take care of the extra factor of I(g, u, p, q) under the identification (2.5) or (2.6). We therefore take our final 1-form to be the differential w4 dI, so that for the equivalence problem (2.5) we have (2.15) o)4=fdq+gdp+hdu+{f'q+g'p+h'u} dx, whereas for the alternative problem (2.6) we take
In both cases, the four 1-forms to1, w2,093,094, provide a coframe on the subset (2.17)
12" {(x, u, p, q) J21 u # 0 and f(x) 0}.
From now on, we restrict our attention to a connected component 12 c ll* of the subset (2.17); note that on such a component, the signs off(x) and u are fixed. We require only that the last coframe elements agree up to contact, i.e., th4 Dr02 + Et03 + (.04 We therefore define the structure group A 0 0 0
which happens to be the same for both equivalence problems, even though the two coframes are different.
As a consequence of these preliminary considerations, we have successfully encoded our equivalence problem in terms of a coframe, and have shown the following. 3. Solution of the first equivalence problem. To keep our presentation as short as possible, we will assume that the reader has some familiarity with the mechanics of Cartan's equivalence method as discussed, for instance, in [2] , [3] , and [6] . We will solve both equivalence problems, beginning with the setup (2. Here 0"1 +1 is an undetermined sign that must be left ambiguous (even with the specification of K1), and 0"2 0"1" (sign f). (See [7] for a detailed discussion of these types of signs.) The normalizations (3.1) have the effect of reducing the original Lie group G to a one-parameter subgroup, with D the only remaining undetermined parameter.
In the second loop through the equivalence procedure, we substitute (3. By normalizing the torsion components, we have managed to eliminate all of the group parameters. This has had the effect of (a) reducing the structure group to the identity, and (b) reducing the lifted invariant coframe to an invariant coframe on the base space j2, known as an {e}-structure or local parallelism. The explicit formula for the invariant coframe comes from (2.18), (3.1), and we have (3.2) du -p dx 03 0"2 f -P--(du -p dx) + (dp q dx)},
Indeed, as the reader can check, these 1-forms do satisfy the invariance conditions Given an { e}-structure as above, we define its rank to be the number of functionally independent invariants (including all possible derived invariants). The order of the {e}-structure is the highest-order derived invariant required to complete the independent set of invariants. According to the standard Jacobian criterion for functional EQUIVALENCE OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 1179 independence, the particular {e}-structure given by the coframe (3.3) will have rank 4 and order 2, provided dI^dJ^dK^dL O, whereby/, J, K, L are a complete set of functionally independent invariants. Exceptional cases with lower rank (and lower order) can occur if this wedge product vanishes.
To investigate the structure of the invariants in more detail, we proceed as follows.
Note first that since f. u 0, the invariants I and J are always functionally independent.
We can eliminate p and q from the original equations (3. [10] .
In essence, the collection of all the invariants and their derived invariants will completely solve our equivalence problem, providing explicit necessary and sufficient conditions for two differential operators to be equivalent under a transformation (2.5).
The following theorem is a consequence of general results on the equivalence of {e}-structures [6] , [7] . The change of variables required to map one operator into the other is implicitly given as the solution to the equations (3.18) b(x) b(), ti()t7 a(x)u, restricted so that the signs K1 -sign (f. u) and ffl sign (f. tT) agree: K1 ffl.
In fact, the connection with the operator (3.14) can be used to complete the solution to the equivalence problem. In either case, the proof is straightforward. In the second case, the scaling vector field with r/= 1 always generates a symmetry group. Cartan's method gives us a complete handle on the symmetry group of an {e}-structure. If the structure has rank r and the underlying space has dimension n, then the symmetry group forms a Lie group of dimension n-r. For the differential operator equivalence problems, then, n =4, and so the symmetry group will have dimension 4-r, where r is the number of functionally independent invariants. This leads to the following results.
THEOREM 5.2. Let @ be a real-analytic differential operator, and consider the symmetries of the type (2.5) . Define the functions a(x), b(x), c(x) as in 3. Then:
(i) @ admits a two-parameter symmetry group if and only if a =-O.
(ii) [4] for more detailed information on the use of Cartan's equivalence method for determining the possible symmetry groups of general secondorder ordinary differential equations.
